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Abstract – Recent developments on heteroarene-based organic semiconductors
applicable to high-performance, air-stable thin-film p-channel transistors are
described.

For

the

development

benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dichalcogenophenes
[3,2-b][1]benzochalcogenophenes

of

these

new

(BDXs),

(BXBXs),

and

materials,

including

[1]benzochalcogenophenodinaphtho[2,3-b:2',3'-f]-

chalcogenopheno[3,2-b]chalcogenophenes (DNXXs), new efficient synthetic
methods are established. These materials are then evaluated as active layers in
organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) fabricated by vacuum or solution
processes. In the present work, molecular factors (molecular structures, energy
levels and shapes of highest occupied molecular orbitals, molecular arrangements
in the thin film) and the device performances are correlated and discussed to
understand a structure-properties relationship. As a consequence of this approach,
several air-stable and high-performance semiconductors for the OTFTs are
successfully

developed.

For

example,

vapor-processable

DNTT

and

solution-processable alkylated-BTBTs showing field-effect mobility as high as
3.0 cm2 V–1 s–1 and with 2.8 cm2 V–1 s–1, respectively, are among the best for
recently developed new materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The field of organic semiconductors has significantly been developed in the past two decades owing to
the potential application to ultra-thin, large-area, and/or flexible devices in future generation consisting of,
for instance, organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic
photovoltaics (OPVs), that can be fabricated by low-cost and low-energy consumption processes, and
thus offers great differentiation from the conventional silicon technologies. In particular, OFETs are an
important fundamental component that would drive such devices.1
The origin of “organic semiconductors” can be date back to the 1950s, when the investigations on
electrical conductivities of condensed aromatic hydrocarbons (i.e., arenes) such as perylene and pyrene
were conducted by Inokuchi, Akamatsu, and co-workers.2 These studies were then extended into the field
of versatile highly conducting organic materials based on charge-transfer complexes and radical ion salts,
which at last produced fruitful scientific achievements of metallic organic materials and organic
superconductors in the 1980s and the 1990s.3 On the other hand, as photo-induced current generation4 or
electroluminescence5 in single crystals of neutral organic compounds have been long known since the
1900s, the organic compounds have been regarded as “semiconducting materials” with energy gaps. In
fact, these phenomena are applied to OPVs and OLEDs actively investigated these days. In contrast to
such an early discovery of photoconductivity and electroluminescence in organic compounds, it was the
1980s when the first application of their semiconducting nature to switching devices (i.e., transistors); use
of poly(thiophene) in OFETs was reported.6 However, the properties of these prototypical OFETs
including field-effect mobility and environmental stability were poor, and thus they were far from the
practical use.
The great breakthroughs in the field of OFETs were witnessed in the late the 1990s.7 Several research
groups including Bell Laboratory, United States, reported important progresses in terms of materials
development, purity of and purification methods for organic semiconductors, and device fabrication
techniques, which brought significant improvements in the device performances; mobilities as high as 1.5
cm2 V–1 s–1 became to be reproducibly achieved in pentacene-based OFETs.8 These remarkable
achievements also impressed scientific and technology fields to recognize that OFETs can be a cheap
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alternative of the amorphous silicon thin-film transistors currently industrialized. Owing to its easy
availability and good reproducibility in OFET performances, pentacene has become the standard organic
semiconductor and widely utilized in various OFET studies; not only the device physics from the
scientific interests but also fabrications of prototypical electronic devices such as flexible displays and
sensors from industrial interests.9
From the viewpoint of material science and solid-state physics, the superiority in the transport properties
of pentacene has also been seriously investigated. Carrier transport in the organic solid is often described
with the hopping model. In this picture, high mobility, i.e., rapid exchange of carrier between molecules,
can be realized by small reorganization energy (, energy consumption at the molecular level during
carrier exchange) and large intermolecular orbital coupling (transfer integral, t).10 Pentance consisting of
five benzene rings fused in a linear manner has a widely delocalized -system with a rigid structure
enabling smaller  as well as larger t between neighboring molecules, which as a result affords the ideal
molecular and intermolecular structure at the same time. In addition, pentacene takes the herringbone
packing structure in the solid state that affords two-dimensional (2D) isotropic electronic structure on the
substrates, which is also advantageous in the application of thin film transistors, because the devices
require 2D isotropic electrical conduction for achieving high performances.11
Although pentacene is an ideal organic semiconductor for the application to OFETs as discussed above,
its chemical instability and relatively high oxidation potential, i.e., high-lying HOMO energy level, that
makes the molecule susceptible to air-oxidation, are the major drawbacks, which makes pentacene less
practical in further applications (Figure 1).12 Moreover, such instability is general characteristics in higher
oligoacenes, such as naphthacene and hexacene, the latter of which is not isolable as a pure form.13 This
means that further improvements of device characteristics by extension of acene structure is not realistic.
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Figure 1. Calculated frontier orbitals of oligoacenes (DFT/B3LYP 6-31g(d) level)
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2. MOLECULAR DESIGN STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING MOBILITY: PLAUSIBILITY OF
“HEAVY ATOM EFFECT” AS A WORKING HYPOSESIS
With the background as discussed above, strategies for molecular designs enabling good stability and
high performance simultaneously is eagerly desired. However, simple extension of -conjugated system
in the acene framework can not compromise both the performance and stability requirements, and
therefore, new molecular design strategy that satisfies these two properties should be established.
To attain high mobility in organic materials, we focused on the enhancement of intermolecular interaction,
in other words, strong intermolecular orbital coupling, by employing heteroaromatic compounds
consisting of chalcogen atoms such as sulfur and selenium. These “heavy atoms” with large atomic radii
can contribute to the effective intermolecular interactions in the solid state, and in fact, such effect has
been proven to play an important role to construct the electrical conduction paths in the highly conducting
organic charge-transfer salts and organic superconductors.3
We have thus started with verifying the concept of “heavy atom effect” in organic semiconductors by
comparing the characteristics of oligothiophene- and oligoselenophene- based OFETs. Although we
initially expected that the oligoselenophenes with larger selenium atoms than sulfur in the
oligothiophenes show better FET characteristics including higher mobilities, no apparent difference in the
mobility was found; for the tetramers and pentamers of both oligothiophene (1)/selenophene (2), the
OFETs showed field-effect mobilites of 10–3 cm2 V–1 s–1 and 10–2 cm2 V–1 s–1, respectively (Figure 2).14
X

X
X

X

X

1: X = S, = 2.0 x 10-2 cm2 V-1S-1
2: X = Se, = 1.9 x 10-2 cm2 V-1S-1

Figure 2. Molecular structures of oligochalcogenophenes and their field-effect mobilities ()
These somewhat disappointing experimental results can be rationalized by theoretical molecular orbital
(MO) calculations. In the HOMO of oligochalcogenophenes, the nodal planes reside on the chalcogen
atoms, in other words no coefficients of HOMOs on the chalcogen atoms (Figure 3a). In case of the
p-channel OFETs, the hole should migrate through the HOMO of each molecule in the solid state, and
thus no noticeable difference in the mobilities of oligochalcogenophenes is well explained. Furthermore,
the existence of the nodal planes on chalcogen atoms with large atomic radii implies that effective
intermolecular interaction of HOMOs is rather hindered by the “heavy atoms”. These considerations do
not just rationalize the experimental results on the similar inferiority of oligothiophene/selenophenes, but
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do indicate importance of the geometry of the frontier molecular orbitals in designing organic
semiconductors; the molecules with large HOMO coefficients on the chalcogen atoms should be
promising p-channel organic semiconductors for OFET application.
With this new concept in mind, we carried out MO calculations of several chalcogenophene-containing
molecules and found that a certain combination of chalcogenophenes and benzene rings in fused manners
can

afford

desirable

geometry

of

HOMO

(Figure

3).

Among

such

materials,

benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dichalcogenophenes seemed to be particularly promising as the target molecules for
p-channel organic semiconductors.15
(a)
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Figure 3. Geometry of HOMOs of several heteroarenes; (a) -quaterchalcogenopehene, (b)
pentachalcogenoacene, (c) benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']chalcogenophene (BDX) derivative, and (d)
[1]benzochalcogenopheno[3,2-b][1]benzochalcogenophene (BXBX) derivative (DFT/B3LYP 6-31g(d)
level). Note that the contribution of chalcogen atoms to HOMO depends largely on the molecular
structures.
3.

DEVELOPMENT

OF

BENZO[1,2-B:4,5-B']DICHALCOGENOPHENE

(BDX16)-TYPE

MATERIALS
Although the parent benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene (BDT) have already been known,15,17 the reported
synthetic methods of BDT required multi-step synthesis using two different thiophene derivatives as the
starting materials, and thus were not practical for the large-scale preparation and for the synthesis of
various BDT derivatives. It must also be difficult to apply them to the synthesis of
benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']diselenophene (BDS), the selenium analogue of BDT, because the corresponding
starting selenophene derivatives are not practically available. We have thus pursued a new versatile
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synthetic strategy for benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dichalcogenophene (BDX) derivatives and found that the
application of the one-pot cyclization of benzo[b]chalcogenophenes from o-bromoethynylbenene,
developed by Sashida et al.,18 is quite useful as shown in Scheme 1.
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H
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R
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of BDX derivatives
Starting from easily available 1,4-dibromo-2,5-diiodobenzene (4), the Sonogashira coupling reaction with
various acetylene derivatives followed by the double cyclization reaction on the benzene ring successfully
afforded not only the parent but also a variety of BDT derivatives. Furthermore, BDS and
benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']ditellurophene (BDTe), the tellurium analogue, and their derivatives were also readily
synthesizable using elemental selenium and tellurium instead of sulfur, respectively, at the cyclization
step.19

In

addition,

diiodo-BDT

and

-BDS

(9)

can

easily

be

synthesized

from

bis(trimethylsilyl)derivatives (8) by a treatment with iodine monochloride (ICl), which can act as the
substrate in the palladium catalyzed cross-coupling reactions to afford various BDT- and BDSderivatives (Scheme 2). For example, diaryl- and dialkyl- derivatives were smoothly obtained and then
evaluated them as the active layer in OFETs.20,21
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Scheme 2. Derivatization via 2,6-diiodo-BDXs
OFET devices using diphenyl -BDT and -BDS fabricated by vacuum deposition exhibited high
field-effect mobilities of hole up to 0.2 cm2 V

–1

s

–1

. Furthermore, alkylated BDT- and BDS-based

devices fabricated by spin-coating showed typical p-channel characteristics with mobilities of around 0.01
cm2 V–1 s–1. More importantly, these devices did not show severe degradation of the performances under
ambient conditions, indicating that the BDX derivatives are superior semiconducting materials compared
to pentacene in terms of air-stability. The energy levels of HOMO of BDX derivatives estimated from
their oxidation potentials are –5.5 ~ –5.3 eV below the vacuum level, and these relatively deep HOMO
energy levels than that of pentacene apparently rationalize their good air-stability.
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4. [1]BENZOCHALCOGENOPHENO[3,2-B][1]BENZOCHALCOGENOPHENE (BXBX)-TYPE
MATERIALS
With the successful results on the BDX-based organic semiconductors, we then designed a new
-extended heteroaromatic system by substituting the benzene ring in the BDX with a naphthalene ring,
which leads to naphtho[2,3-b:6,7-b']dichalcogenophene (NDX) framework consisting of two
chalcogenophenes at the both ends of naphthalene. However, the synthesis of NDXs seemed to be very
difficult, besides the selective synthesis of anti-NDXs without contamination of other isomers may also
be difficult. In addition, according to the MO calculations, NDXs have higher HOMO and lower LUMO
energy levels as compared to those of BDXs, suggesting that NDXs are unstable in air as is the case of
polyacenes. For these reasons, rearrangement of the order of the chalcogenophene and benzene rings in
NDXs was examined, and then [1]benzochalcogenopheno[3,2-b][1]benzochalcogenophene (BXBX)
system was proposed as a new core for semiconducting materials.22 The BXBX framework, possessing
two benzene rings at the end of chalcogenopheno[3,2-b]chalcogenophene, is a structural isomer of NDXs.
Very interestingly, the energy levels of the frontier molecular orbital of BXBX derivatives estimated by
the MO calculations are similar to those of BDX derivatives, suggesting good air-stability (Figure 4). In
addition, BXBX derivatives are much more accessible than NDXs, because several synthetic routes to
BXBX derivatives have been reported.22,23 For these reasons, we targeted the BXBX derivatives as the
next promising organic semiconductors.
-1.73
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Se

DPh-BDS

3.5 eV

-5.21
Se

Se
Se

HOMO

Se

-1.90

-1.52
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-4.92
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Figure 4. Extension of -conjugation system from tricyclic BDXs to tetracyclic compounds
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Among several synthetic routes to [1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (BTBT) derivatives so far
reported, we selected the one using 2,7-diamino-BTBT (12), which is readily prepared from
commercially available disodium 4,4'-dinitrostilbene-2,2'-disulfonate, as a key intermediate, because the
intermediate seems to be versatile and practical to access to a wide range of BTBT derivatives. Using 12
prepared according to the reported procedure,23 the diazotation followed by a reaction with potassium
iodide gave 2,7-diiodo-BTBT (13). The iodide was turned out to be truly useful to convert into not only
2,7-diphenyl-BTBT (DPh-BTBT, 14) via the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction with phenyl boronic
acid,24 but also 2,7-dialkyl-BTBT (Cn-BTBT, 15) via the Sonogashira coupling reaction with various
alkynes followed by hydrogenation (Scheme 3).25
Suzuki-Miyaura
coupling
Ar-B(OH)2

1) NaNO2
S
NH2

H2 N

S
Ar

Ar
S
14

S

2) KI

I

I
S

S
12

13

S

Sonogashira
coupling

R

R
H2
Pd/C

S
15

Scheme 3. Synthesis of [1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (BTBT) derivatives
Although a synthetic route to the parent [1]benzoselenopheno[3,2-b][1]benzoselenophene (BSBS, 18) has
already been reported by Sashida et al. (Scheme 4),22 the method does not seem to be suitable for the
large-scale preparation (> 1 g), because it requires t-BuLi and expensive 1-bromo-2-iodobenzene (16) as
the starting material (Scheme 4).
Br

Li
t-BuLi

Se

Se
Se

Br
16

Li
17

18

Scheme 4. Reported method for the synthesis of [1]benzoselenopheno[3,2-b][1]benzoselenophene
(BSBS)
We therefore looked for a new method for the synthesis of BSBS. First, we tried the direct
ortho-metalation of commercially available diphenylacetylene (19) with the LICKOR superbase
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(n-BuLi/t-BuOK) followed by a treatment with selenium powder. Although this reaction did not afford
BSBS directly, the bis(selenolate) anion in situ generated was successfully trapped with methyl iodide,
giving bis(methylseleno)diphenylacetylene (20) in 68% yield (Scheme 5).26 Then, the isolated
intermediate was cyclized with excess iodine into BSBS in 90% yield. With the same synthetic protocol,
bis(biphenyl-4-yl)acetylene can be converted into 2,7-diphenyl-BSBS (DPh-BSBS, 21).26
R LICKOR base

MeSe

(t-BuOk/n-BuLi)

R
I2

Se
R

R
Se

R

R
19

SeMe
20

R = H or Ph (21)

Scheme 5. Improved synthesis of BSBS and its application to 2,7-diphenyl derivative

On the contrary, the synthesis of alkylated BSBS with the synthetic method in Scheme 5 was not
successful; ortho-lithiation of 4,4'-dialkyl diphenylacetylene with the LICKOR superbase did not take
place. We then tried direct bromination of BSBS at 2- and 7- positions, and it turned out that moderately
selective bromination takes place by carefully controlling the reaction conditions, giving
2,7-dibromo-BSBS (29) in 40% isolated yield after recrystallization. As in the case for diiodo-BTBT, the
dibrominated BSBS is a versatile intermediate for the synthesis of various BSBS derivatives including
2,7-dialkyl- and 2,7-diphenyl-BSBSs, and thus we needed to have the intermediate in a good amount for
further development of BSBS-based organic semiconductors. For this reason, a new scalable synthetic
route to BSBS was necessary, and after intensive synthetic studies, we finally found that the synthesis
using 2-methylselenobenzaldehyde (26), which was easily prepared from methyl anthranilate (22) in 4
steps, as the key intermediate successfully provided BSBS in a good total yield and amount.27 In this
synthesis, 26 was first dimerized into trans-2,2'-bis(methylseleno)stilbene (27) via the low-valent
titanium-mediated olefination, and then demethylation-ring closing reaction with iodine gave the parent
BSBS. After the bromination of BSBS, the Sonogashira coupling reaction with various acetylenes gave
bis(alkynyl)-BSBS derivatives, which were then readily converted into the alkylated BSBSs (Cn-BSBSs,
30) via hydrogenation in the presence of Pd/C. DPh-BSBS was also easily obtained via the
Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of 29 with phenyl boronic acid (Scheme 6).27
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Scheme 6. New synthetic route to BSBS and derivatization of BSBS via 2,7-dibromo-BSBS
To examine the BXBX derivatives as organic semiconductors, we fabricated and evaluated their FET
devices. Physical vapor deposition of the diphenyl derivatives (DPh-BTBT and DPh-BSBS) gave
homogeneous thin films on Si/SiO2 substrates, and the devices based on their thin films showed typical
FET behaviors under ambient conditions with mobilities of 2.0 and 0.3 cm2 V–1 s–1 for DPh-BTBT and
DPh-BSBS, respectively.24,26 Among these, the very high mobilites of DPh-BTBT-based devices, almost
comparable to that of the best pentacene OFET, are notable. Furthermore, extremely good air-stability
and durability of DPh-BTBT-based OFETs were confirmed by shelf-life test under ambient lab
conditions more than a half year, indicating that DPh-BTBT is one of the best materials among organic
semiconductors applicable to thin-film OFETs.
On the other hand, alkylated BXBXs (Cn-BXBXs) in general have high solubility in various organic
solvents and gave homogeneous thin films on the Si/SiO2 substrates by solution deposition processes such
as spin-coating. FET devices based on Cn-BXBXs with a top contact configuration (W/L = 30) showed
typical p-channel FET responses under ambient conditions. Cn-BTBTs with long alkyl groups (longer
than n-octyl group) exhibited very high mobilities exceeding 0.5 cm2 V–1 s–1, and, in particular, C13-BTBT
showed the best performances with the maximum mobility of 2.8 cm2 V–1 s–1.25 To our best knowledge,
these markedly high mobilities are one of the highest values among the solution processed thin-film
OFETs so far reported. In contrast, the field-effect mobilities of Cn-BSBS-based devices were at most
0.03 cm2 V–1 s–1, which is lower than those of Cn-BTBT-based devices by two-orders of magnitude.27
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To clarify the difference of these device performances, we investigated the molecular arrangement by
using thin-film X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements and X-ray single crystal structure analyses. Both
Cn-BTBT and Cn-BSBS thin films showed crystalline peaks in the XRD patterns indicating the formation
of the lamellar structures, in which the molecular long axes are aligned parallel to the surface normal on
the substrate. However, the molecular arrangements of Cn-BTBT and Cn-BSBS within the lamellar layer
are different. For the Cn-BTBT thin films, the diffraction peaks are indexed with the bulk single crystal
cell, evidencing that the solid-state structures in the both phases are the same. This indicates that the
herringbone molecular arrangements that ensure the 2D electronic structure suitable for the effective
carrier transport have grown on the substrate surface in the Cn-BTBT thin-film.28 On the contrary, the
molecular arrangement in the Cn-BSBS thin-film was apparently different from that in the bulk single
crystal phase, judged from the comparison between the thin-film XRDs and the simulated powder
patterns from the bulk single crystal structures. Although the exact molecular arrangement in the thin film
phase is not completely clear, the ideal 2D-herringbone structure that observed in the Cn-BTBT thin films
is not realized in the Cn-BSBS thin-film, which likely rationalizes the lower performance of the
Cn-BSBS-based OFETs.27
More interestingly, the single crystal X-ray structure analyses of a series of Cn-BTBTs (n = 8, 10, 12)
revealed that the lattice size in the lamella layer, i.e., the crystallographic ab cell, becomes smaller as the
alkyl chain elongates. This means that the BTBT core is densely packed as a result of intermolecular van
der Waals interaction enhanced by the longer alkyl chains, that is, “molecular fastener effect”,
contributing the improved transistor performances (Figure 5).29

S (Au)

D (Au)

SiO2
n-Si (gate electrode)

a
b

Figure 5. A schematic picture of molecular order in the alkylated-BTBT thin films (left) and the packing
structure of BTBT part in the semiconducting layer. Dotted lines represent intermolecular S-S contacts
shorter than the sum of van der Waals radii of sulfur atoms.
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These results demonstrate that the introduction of long alkyl groups at the end of the -conjugated core
acts not only as solubilizing groups but also as functional groups that render the -conjugated core pack
tightly and thus enhance the mobility. Note that the concept of “molecular fastener effect” can be
recognized as a new strategy for improving performances of OFETs, in particular, solution processable
molecular organic semiconductors.30
5. DINAPHTHO[2,3-B:2',3'-F]CHALCOGENOPHENO[3,2-B]CHALCOGENOPHENE (DNXX)
-TYPE MATERIALS
As described above, the BXBX derivatives have low-lying HOMO energy levels and thus are fairly stable
in air despite their -extended structure with four aromatic/heteroaromatic rings fused in a liner manner.
This is in sharp contrast to the oligoacene system with a similar molecular geometry such as tetracene and
pentacene. To clarify the difference between these two classes, we shed light on their electronic structures.
Since chalcogenophene has the aromatic sextet structure similar to benzene, one might regard BXBXs as
to be isoelectronic with tetracene, where four benzene rings fuse in a liner manner. However, taking into
account the fact that the chalcogenophene’s aromatic sextet is completed by two electrons provided from
the chalcogen atom, the isoelectronic hydrocarbon of BXBX should not be tetracene but chrysene, one of
the phene-type aromatic hydrocarbons. In general, increase of the number of fused benzene rings in the
phene-type aromatics does not drastically destabilize the HOMO and stabilize the LUMO energy levels
(Figure 6). This is in sharp contrast to the tendency observed in the acene-type aromatics (Figure 1).
Hence, the low-lying HOMO energy level of BXBX derivatives and thus good air-stability can be
understood with their phene-like electronic structures.31

E

-0.95
LUMO

4.84 eV
HOMO

-5.79

-1.00
4.73 eV
-5.73

-1.27
4.24 eV
-5.51

Figure 6. Calculated frontier orbitals of naphthalene, phenanthrene, and chrysene
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From these considerations, it should be possible to extend the -conjugated system with ensuring
air-stability, or keeping low-lying HOMO energy levels. In fact, the MO calculations predict that
dinaphtho[2,3-b:2',3'-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT), where two benzene rings are fused to the BTBT
core would possess sufficiently low-lying HOMO energy level and thus high air-stability, which
prompted us to target this promising material. By applying the above-mentioned synthetic strategy for the
parent BSBS (Scheme 6), we successfully established the synthesis of DNTT and its selenium analogue
(DNSS). Commercially available 2-naphthaldehyde (31) was selectively lithiated at the 3-position using
the ortho-directing lithiation procedure with lithium N,N,N'-trimethylethylenediamide and excess n-BuLi,
followed by a treatment with dimethyldisulfide or selenium powder and methyl iodide gave
3-methylthio-2-naphthaldehyde (32) or 3-methylseleno-2-naphthaldehyde (33), respectively. Although
the isomeric 1-methylthio(seleno)naphthaldehydes were also produced as byproducts, they were readily
removed by column chromatography. Then, 32 and 33 were dimerized into the olefinic precursors via the
low-valent titanium-mediated McMurry coupling, which was finally treated with excess iodine to undergo
the ring-closing reaction, forming DNTT (36) and DNSS (37) in good yields (Scheme 7).32,33
DNTT and DNSS are air-stable compounds as expected, and their thin-film based OFETs fabricated by
vacuum deposition process showed excellent mobilities reproducibly (3.0 cm2V-1s-1 as DNTT and 2.0
cm2V-1s-1 as DNSS).32 In particular, the DNTT-based devices showed negligible degradation over long
period of time and hysteresis in the transfer characteristics. These FET characteristics are comparable to
or even better than those of pentacene. Because of its high performances and stability, we believe that
DNTT will be a new standard organic semiconductor in the next generation.34
1)
CHO

N
H

N

CHO

BuLi
2) MeS-SMe
or Se, MeI

XMe

31

TiCl4 / Zn
THF

32 : X = S (58%)
33 : X = Se (32%)
MeX
X

I2
XMe
34 : X = S (80%)
35 : X = Se (77%)

CHCl3

X
36 : X = S DNTT (85%)
37 : X = Se DNSS (78%)

Scheme 7. Synthesis of DNTT and DNSS
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6. CONCLUSION
We have designed and synthesized a number of new organic semiconductors based on π-extended
heteroarene compounds with high mobility and stability. Importantly, it has been proven that the
theoretical molecular orbital calculations and X-ray structural analyses are useful tools to understand the
nature of materials’ charge transport properties and thus to design new materials with even better
performances. The device properties including charge carrier mobility and stability can be well correlated
with the electronic structures, which are apparently consistent with the molecular orbital calculations, and
the crystal structures. Furthermore, the use of “molecular fastener effect” that promotes strong
intermolecular interactions has been found to greatly improve the molecular ordering of the materials in
the thin film, resulting in high mobilities. We have also developed several facile and practical synthetic
methodologies to access a variety of heteroarene-based materials, which can be adapted to the synthesis
of other new materials,35 not only molecular semiconductors but also polymer semiconductors.36 Needless
to say, precise purification of the materials and optimization of the device fabrication are also crucial for
the detailed structure–property relationship studies. We believe that these important findings together
with the developed materials will pave the way to overcome the difficulties on commercializing the
organic electronic devices that have yet to be achieved with the conventional materials.
Table 1. Field-effect mobilities, HOMO leveles, HOMO-LUMO gaps and packing structures in the thin
film of 1, 2, 10, 11, 14, 15, 21, 30, 36 and 37

a

compound

/cm2V-1s-1

HOMO/eV

Eg/eV

packing

ref

-quaterthiophene (1)

0.0025

-

-

herringbone

14, 37

-quaterselenophene (2)

0.0036

-

-

herringbone

14, 38

DPh-BDT (10)

0.018

ND

ND

herringbone

19

DPh-BDS (10)

0.17

ND

ND

herringbone

19

Cn-BDT (11)

0.01

-5.5

3.5

-stack

21

Cn-BDS (11)

0.08

-5.5

3.5

a

21

DPh-BTBT (14)

2.0

-5.6

3.2

herringbone

24

DPh-BSBS (21)

0.31

-5.5

3.0

herringbone

26

Cn-BTBT (15)

2.8

-5.5

3.5

herringbone

25

Cn-BSBS (30)

0.23

-5.5

3.5

b

27

DNTT (36)

3.0

-5.4

3.0

herringbone

32

DNSS (37)

2.0

-5.4

2.9

b

32

characteristic “in-between structure” of the herringbone and the -stacking. b not reported.
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